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once upon a time...
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That night in the dark blue sky many stars were shining
tight and trembling.
They spoke to each other and one of them said:
”Why don’t we see the moon tonight? I have looked
IZIV][LIVIFYX-GER·X¿RHLIVER][LIVIµ.
Another one answered:” Since when you made me notice
it I’ve been looking around in the sky …but nothing.”
“I’m wondering if she has fallen in the sea” a third one
added.
“Impossible” the others chorused “we would see her
shining anyway!”.

“Poor moon, poor friend, why don’t you shine anymore!
What happened to you!?”
After chewing for a while one had an idea: ”Let’s go and
talk to our Sister of the Ursa Major, the Great Bear, she
can see much better than us from her location and she is
also wiser. Maybe she is going to give us an explanation.
They moved quickly on their rays and reached fast the
Great Bear.
“Do you know why we are so sad Sister Bear? Because we
can’t see our friend Moon in the sky any longer. Where
has she got to? Are we supposed to see her again?
The Great Bear looked at them smiling and said:”Of
course you are going to see her again, more beautiful
and shining than ever. Don’t you know that every now
and then the moon needs to have a rest, to make herself
up again? She says: I go and vanish.

Even children on the earth know it and call this
phenomenon “eclipse of the moon”. Tomorrow, when
you meet her, give her a hearty welcome”.
The little stars started breathing happily and got
ready to welcome the moon.
In fact, the day after the moon turned up more
beautiful and shining then ever and the little stars
WXEVXIHÀSEXMRKMRXLIWO]QEOMRKFIEYXMJYPFVMKLX
traces. Anything but shooting stars! They looked like
¿VI[SVOW
The moon, touched, gave them a hug and, to thank
them all, showed all the light she had.

Nobody had ever seen such a moon.
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The house was silent.
It was the dead of night but Paolo couldn’t
sleep. He tossed and turned in bed. Suddenly
he decided to get up and went bravely to the
kitchen. A glass of water would probably help
him.
He fumbled in the dark not to wake mummy
and daddy up, reached the kitchen, closed the
HSSVERH¿REPP]XYVRIHXLIPMKLXSR
He took a glass and was about to pour some
water in when suddenly he heard a strange
noise coming from the cupboards.

It sounded like the boxes inside were moving.
Paolo got closer and slowly opened the door of the
cupboard and…..oh dear! It’s not possible! He took
courage and opened the door again…One chip was
smiling at him:” Hi Paolo, stay with us. We are giving
a party”. What a magic. The chips had come out of the
FS\IWEPPMRXLIMVZEVMSYWWLETIWERHÀEZSYVWTSXEXS
fries and sea-animals, multigrain rods, corn tornados,
veggie sticks.
What a mess! They all moved
with the rhythm of music.
“Well, you know. As soon as
you go to bed we come out of
our boxes and the party starts!”
said the Multigrain snack.

Paolo couldn’t believe his eyes and ears.
Suddenly the kitchen door opened. It was
Paolo’s mum:” Paolo, what are you doing in
here? Come on, let’s go to bed! It’s already
midnight and tomorrow you go to school.”
Paolo closed careless the door of the
cupboard and went back to bed.
The day after, in the morning, he ran into
XLIOMXGLIRJSVFVIEOJEWXFYX¿VWXLIVYWLIH
to the cupboard to meet his snack friends.
He opened the little door but everything was
silent inside.
“What are you doing Paolo? Get a move on,
have breakfast and I’ll take you to school”
said daddy.
3RXLIÀSSVWSQIGVYQFWSJGLMTWNYWXXS
remind him of the past party.
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In the savanna that day it was terribly hot and
some animals, friends with each other, took
shelter in the shadow near a tree.
The rhino, just to avoid bore, proposed a game:
“let’s have a contest – he said – each of us is
going to say which the most beautiful part of our
body is. Then we will say if we agree and see what
the winning answer is.
“Good” all said “it’s a new game. Let’s try!”
“I’m gonna start” said the elephant “for me it is
so easy to answer. The most beautiful things are
the ears. Look at mine: big, soft, elegant. Don’t you
agree?”

“Not at all” said the giraffe “
only you have them like this,
not all of us. Voted down.
For me the most beautiful
part is the neck. Very long
that I can go anywhere, even
to get the highest leaf”.
“To me it’s the feathers”
said a little bird that had
reached the group of friends
À]MRK´XLEX·W[L]-GERVIEGL
you and hear what you are
WE]MRKERHXLIR-GERÀ]
back to the top. Bye” and he
WXEVXIHLMWÀMKLXEKEMR
Well, in the end they
couldn’t reach an agreement
and all proposals were voted
down.

At this point the rhino started to speak
again. “Let me tell you one thing guys”
he said. “Maybe we can come to an
agreement. I think that the most beautiful
thing we all have is the heart. We don’t
see it but we feel to have it especially
when it pounds strongly because we are
scared or because we are happy and
excited to meet a friend.
For a moment there was silence. Then
everybody said yes, it was really true.
They looked at the wise rhino and all
thought: why hasn’t this come to my
mind?

A
COLOURED
WORLD

Dear kids, the story I’m about to tell
you takes place in the space, in a very
distant world where many little beings
used to live. We are going to name them
kids. They didn’t look like you but they had
a quite rounded shape.
These “kids” were all different colours according
to the family they belonged to: yellow, red, green
and so on. They used to play rolling around in the
space and when they wanted to move and go far away
XLI]LEHÀ]MRKWXMGOWXLEXPMOIXLILERHPIFEVSJSYV
bikes, turned right and left to change direction.
Every stick was the same colour of the kid it
belonged to.

The story I’m about to tell you is about
three of these kids: Cip was yellow,
Won was green and Den was red.
They shared games and races
in the space: they rolled over,
followed each other, they
organized races for which
they used their sticks.

But one day something happened and their fun
was over: Cip’s stick broke and didn’t work
anymore.
;SRERH(IROITXSRÀ]MRKMRXLIWTEGI[LIR
they discovered that their friend was not with
them anymore and went back. Cip was rolling
over but was not able to move and change
position and was calling them desperately.
“How can I go back home?” he cried. His
friends decided to help him; they placed
LMQFIX[IIRXLIQERHWXEVXIHÀ]MRKWPS[P]
keeping in line, each with his own stick.
Cip clutched at his friends and slowly they
were able to get back home.

Won and Den were so happy to help their
friends they decided to organize a party that
was named the sticks party. They invited all
kids in the world and asked them to pile up their
sticks in the middle of the square. Then every kid
had to recognize its, blindfolded.
They had so much fun and that party got a great result,
]SYORS[[L]#*SVXLI¿VWXXMQIXLI]VIEPM^IHXLEXIZIR
if they took a stick with a different colour, they were
EFPIXSÀ]ER][E]
From then on the sticks were of different colours and
all realized that different colours make the world more
beautiful. Do you agree?

THE
CLEAN
BEACH
In a
corner of
the sea a crab,
an octopus and a
sea-horse were talking about
something very sad they had seen: a
PMXXPI¿WLLEHGLSOIHERHHMIHFIGEYWISJE
piece of plastic he had eaten. God knows how he
had found it!
“I’m wondering what was going on, and just with him” said
the octopus.

“It’s not that strange” said the crab “you know, I can go near
the shore and also lie on there for a while. The beach is full
of paper, plastic bags and other stuff. It’s awful! Then with
the waves all this stuff get into water.”
“And what can we do? Asked the octopus “perhaps only you,
little crab, could go back out there and clean the beach”.
“You must be kidding me!” answered the crab “it would take
me one year to clean just a little part. Only kids could do
it but they don’t think about that. If only they could see the
HIEHPMXXPI¿WL1E]FI«µ

The sea-horse had an idea because he knew a kid that, while
bathing, used to swim very well, dive and stay under water
for some minutes. The sea-horse used to go near him, the
kid used to look at him and, together, they used to blow
bubbles like greeting each other. Well, they had got friends.
“But how can we explain to him everything?” they wondered.
Thinking and overthinking they decided to show him the
HIEHPMXXPI¿WL[MXLXLITMIGISJTPEWXMGWXMPPMRLMWQSYXL

The day after they waited for the kid to do what they had
thought to do.
The kid arrived punctually but, as soon as he saw the dead
PMXXPI¿WLLIMQQIHMEXIP]XYVRIHSZIVW[EQXSXLIWYVJEGI
and disappeared. The octopus and the sea-horse looked at
each other disappointed and upset: the plan hadn’t worked at
all.
But the little crab tried to follow
his friend as he could and it
took him quite some hours to
reach the shore. As soon as he
got out of water just with his
head his tiredness faded away
immediately and his joy was
enormous. He saw a small
group of kids dragging a
big sign on which they had
written: the beach belongs to
IZIV]FSH]EPWSXS¿WL0IX·W
keep it clean!

THE BEACH BELONGS
TO EVERYBODY ALSO
TO FISH.
LET’S KEEP IT CLEAN!
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Martha opened her book. Letters were there waiting
for her.
ABCD……..Oof, she didn’t want to study. EFGH……..

She closed her book and, Gosh! The P had fallen off the text.
Martha picked her up and suddenly P started uttering
something: ”Hi Martha, what a struggle! I’m really exhausted.
Have you got a clue how many words have the letter P? A lot.
Come on, come with me, I let you meet some friends”.
Martha with her friend P in her hand reopened the book and
¿VWXP]QIXEHI__O that yelled:”Ehi P. At last! Hang on me so
I can get a shape and go into water”.

Turning _AGE, oops sorry page, Martha saw a _ARACHUTE
ÀSEXMRKMRXLIWO]%WWSSREWLIWE[4LIWLSYXIHEXLIVµ
'SQISR4LERKSRQIWS-GER¿REPP]PERHµ
While the parachute was landing a _AINTER, busy with his
GERZEWWEMHµ,M4GSQILIVIWS-GER¿RMWLQ][SVOµ
On their way they met a _EN. With the P the pen started to
write again. They met a _IANO that started to play again.
Many beautiful crispy chips were lying on a _LATE but,
without the P, it was not possible to taste them. Martha
turned to her and said:” Come on P, don’t be tired. Hang on
them so I’ll be able to taste these marvellous chips: Don’t
feel tired! Think how many friends you are important for”.

P felt really proud of being a P.
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